Background: A considerable amount of research has discussed whether autism and psychiatric/neurodevelopmental conditions in general are best described categorically or dimensionally. In recent years, finite mixture models have been increasingly applied to mixed populations of autistic and non-autistic individuals to answer this question. However, the use of such methods with mixed populations may not be appropriate for two reasons: First, subgroups within mixed populations are often skewed and thus violate mixture models assumptions, which are based on weighted sum of Gaussian distributions. Second, these analyses have, to our knowledge, been solely applied to enriched samples, where the prevalence of the clinical condition within the study sample far exceeds epidemiological estimates. Method: We employed a dual Weibull mixture model to examine the distribution of the Autism Spectrum Quotient scores of a mixed sample of autistic and non-autistic adults (N = 4717; autism = 811), as well as of a derived sample (from the enriched sample; N = 3973; autism = 67) that reflects the current prevalence of autism within the general population. Results: In a mixed autistic and non-autistic population, our model provided a better description of the underlying structure of autistic traits than traditional finite Gaussian mixture models and performed well when applied to a sample that reflected the prevalence of autism in the general population. The model yielded results, which are consistent with predictions of current theories advocating for the co-existence of a mixed categorical and dimensional architecture within the autism spectrum.
informing research design and the development of prognostic instruments [6] [7] [8] . To extend this line of research, we address shortcomings associated with the assumptions of analytical methods used to identify latent categorical structures within mixed populations and the epidemiological composition of the sample tested with these methods.
In recent years, univariate and multivariate finite normal mixture models, which are based on the weighted sum of Gaussian distributions [9, 10] , have been applied to mixed populations data from children [11] and adults [7] , to evaluate whether these models can detect discrete subgroups. Typically, such Gaussian mixture models [10] fit Gaussian distributions to a given dataset using an iterative search algorithm that varies the number of Gaussian distributions and their parameters. The resulting number of Gaussian distributions is usually interpreted as the number of subgroups or clusters in the data. The quality of fit for a given number of Gaussian distributions is evaluated with the likelihood criterion. Hence, if the fitting process was only guided by the likelihood criterion, the resulting number of subgroupings would be the same as the number of data points. Consequently, to estimate the most parsimonious number of subgroupings, the fitting process is controlled by a criterion balancing the number of subgroupings with the likelihood criterion.
We identify two major methodological limitations associated with the application of Gaussian mixture models in this important line of research. First, it has been noted that mixed populations, sampled from both clinical and community groups [12] , including those of autistic and non-autistic populations [13] , often consist of subgroups that are skewed, which might result from biases in ascertainment [3] , or in psychometric properties of assessment scales [13] . Thus, Gaussian mixture models may not be appropriate for such data. Indeed, under such contexts, it has been recognized that a major drawback of Gaussian mixture models is the identification of spurious subgroups [9, 14, 15] , probably precipitated by the tendency of these models to yield a better fit statistics as the number of Gaussian distributions (subgroups) increases (see also [16] ). It has been suggested that information statistics (namely, the Akaike information criterion and the Bayesian information criterion) can be used to guide the identification of the "correct" number of subgroups generated by Gaussian mixture models applied to skewed data. However, it has been shown that these criteria, which also assume normal distributions, tend to either under-or overestimate the number of clusters due to their sensitivity to sample size and favoring highly parameterized models [17, 18] . Second, these analyses have, to our knowledge, been solely applied to enriched samples, i.e., where the prevalence of the clinical condition within the study sample far exceeds epidemiological estimates. This issue is of considerable importance as the results from study samples that do not reflect the epidemiological prevalence of the condition may not be clinically useful or credible [19] , particularly when mixture modeling is used to establish a cutoff point that is subsequently used in clinical settings, or more broadly, when the results need to be generalizable.
The present study attempts to present solutions to these two methodological issues. Accordingly, the present study has two main aims. The first is to propose a model that can address the problem of spurious subgroupings generated by Gaussian mixture models when applied to samples consisting of skewed data. Specifically, we propose a dual distribution model, which combines two Weibull distributions [20] (see the "Methods" section). We chose the Weibull distribution because it has been shown to be advantageous when dealing with skewed distributions [21, 22] , owing to its flexibility to represent a wide variety of distributions from nearly symmetric to highly skewed distributions [20] . The second aim is to see how the results of the dual Weibull mixture model compare between an enriched versus a prevalence-true sample (i.e., a sample that reflects the epidemiological prevalence of autism in the general population), which we generate from an enriched sample.
The proposed model is evaluated by examining the distribution of the Autism Spectrum Quotient scores (AQ) [4] of a large enriched mixed sample of autistic and non-autistic adults (N = 4717; autism = 811). The use of the AQ scores is predicated on the assumption that autistic traits lie on a continuously distributed spectrum, wherein variations within both the general population and clinically affected individuals are associated with common underlying genetic influences [23, 24] . Given the potential for sex-specific differences in the manifestation of autistic phenotypes [25, 26] , the model is also applied to the distributions of autistic traits in the male and female subsamples. Finally, the model is evaluated within a subsample that reflects the current prevalence of autism within the general population [1] .
Methods

Participants
This is a convenience sample, collected online, and which has previously been described and analyzed [26] to address whether normative sex differences in the general population are also observed in autistic people in terms of autistic, systemizing and empathizing traits. Briefly, the sample consisted of 4717 autistic and neurotypical adults. The overall sample (M age (SD) = 34.47 (13.16) , age range = 18-75) consisted of 3016 females and 1701 males. The neurotypical group (N = 3906; M age (SD) = 34.43(13.15)) consisted of 2562 females and 1344 males. The autistic group (N = 811; M age (SD) = 34.66(13.21)) consisted of 454 females and 357 male. The autistic individuals self-reported having a formal clinical diagnosis of an autism spectrum condition as follows: Asperger syndrome (n = 506), high-functioning autism (n = 41), autism (n = 11), pervasive developmental disorder (n = 15), and autism spectrum condition (participants who did not specify a subtype) (n = 238). As has been previously reported [26] , participants were excluded from both groups if they reported any of the following diagnoses/conditions: bipolar disorder, epilepsy, schizophrenia, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, learning disability, an intersex/transsexual condition, or psychosis.
There were no significant age differences between the autistic and neurotypical groups (F (1, 4715) = 0.20, p = 0.65), or between the males and females of the autistic (F (1, 809) = 0.17, p = 0.68) or the neurotypical (F (1, 3904) = 0.00, p = 0.96) groups. However, gender distribution across the autistic and the neurotypical groups was significantly different (χ 2 = 26. 91, df = 1, p < 0.001), such that females were overrepresented in both the neurotypical (χ 2 = 379. 81, df = 1, p < 0.001) and autistic (χ 2 = 11. 60, df = 1, p = 0.001) groups.
Measures
The Autism Spectrum Quotient
This self-report questionnaire consists of 50 items that measure the presence of traits associated with the autism spectrum in individuals with average or above average IQ [4] . These traits comprise five domains and include communication, social skills, attention to detail, imagination, and attention switching. Each item is given a score of 0 or 1. Higher total scores indicate the presence of greater autistic tendencies. The AQ has good sensitivity in capturing variation in quantitative autistic traits along the autism spectrum [4, 6] .
Model
Here, we describe the development of a dual distribution model to assess the latent structure of a skewed distribution of AQ scores in a mixed adult population, including autistic and non-autistic individuals. We propose that the Weibull distribution could be the best description of the AQ score distribution, since a visual inspection of the histogram of the AQ scores of the entire sample suggests that the distribution is positively skewed (see Fig. 1a in the "Results" section). However, from Fig. 1a , we can also see that the distribution of high AQ scores showed a small hump, suggesting that the skewed distribution is overlaid with another, yet negatively skewed Weibull distribution. Given that our sample consists of both autistic and neurotypical individuals, the positive and negative distributions can conceivably be linked to the neurotypical and autistic groups, respectively. This suggests that the overall distribution might consist of two non-normal distributions (see [27] for a similar approach, but in the context of assessing anti-thyroglobulin antibody positivity as a marker of chronic thyroiditis-also known as Hashimoto's disease). Our observation for this bimodality in the overall distribution of the data is corroborated by the Hartigan's dip statistic [28] , which indicated that the distribution deviated significantly from a unimodal distribution (Hartigan's dip = 0.023, p < 0.001-implemented in R Version 3.3.3), thus indicating the existence of multiple distinct subgroups (Additional file 1: Figure S1 ). Taken together, we accordingly describe the data with a two-component mixture model of Weibull distributions.
The first Weibull distribution can be written as follows:
And the second distribution can be written as follows:
For both distributions, the scale parameters (η 1, η 2 ) are analogous to the standard deviation in a normal distribution. The shape parameters (β 1 , β 2 ) reflect the skewness of the distributions, where for values smaller than 3, the distribution is skewed to left (negatively skewed), and for values larger than 3, the distribution is skewed to the right (positively skewed).
To reflect these observations regarding the overall shape of the AQ scores, we introduce a finite Weibull mixture model that combines both Weibull distributions through a weighted sum (see also [29] ):
The final dual distribution model, where m represents the probability density function (PDF) of the mixture model, thus estimates the value of five parameters as follows: scale η 1 , shape parameter β 1 , scale η 2 , shape parameter β 2 , and weight (w).
Note that the weight parameter (w) (known also as the mixing probability parameter [29] ), which weighs the contribution of the two distributions to the overall shape, was introduced to the model since it is not clear how much each of the distributions contributes to the overall distribution. So for each AQ score, the two distributions indicate the probability of belonging to one of the two groups, such that a low AQ score is more likely to be classified as of a neurotypical individual (1 − w), while a very high AQ score is more likely to be classified as of an autistic individual (w).
The intersection point of the densities of the two distributions, i.e., the cutoff point (θ), would indicate the point at which the probability of belonging to one of the groups changes (see [30] for computational details). This approach is consistent with the use of the cutoff points provided by finite mixture models to identify discrete classes or components. This has been applied, for example, in the demarcation of short and long white matter fiber tract classes [31] and the positivity of anti-thyroglobulin antibody-a marker of Hashimoto's disease [27] .
Model fitting
We used the principle of maximum likelihood to measure the goodness of fit of the dual-distribution model:
x is the vector of AQ scores (data). N is the number of data points. As the multiplication of small values results in numerical issues, we followed standard practice and used log-likelihoods. 
Statistical analysis
To find the best fitting parameters, we employed Matlab's fminsearch [32] . In general, fminsearch is a special case of an iterative algorithm. The aim of this particular iterative algorithm is to determine a parameter setting for a given mathematical function (the likelihood criterion of our model), which produces a minimal/maximal function value. The algorithm determines this parameter setting by executing a number of calculation steps, which build on each other (i.e., an iterative algorithm). Due to the complexity of the likelihood criterion, this method is needed because the maximum likelihood value cannot be determined through a simple one-step calculation (as in linear regression, where the parameters (slope and intercept) can be found in one simple calculation without iterations). It is important to note that these iterative algorithms require a starting point (initial parameter values). In our model fitting, fminsearch was applied to find the maximum likelihood value for the model's parameter values (scale parameters η 1 and η 2 , shape parameters β 1 and β 2 , and weight w). We determined the starting point by finding a parameter setting for the model, which roughly followed the histogram of the AQ scores using trial and error. Hence, fminsearch can be seen as refining search of our initial guess.
To estimate the 95% confidence interval of the parameters, we employed the bootstrap method [33] , since it is an appropriate method to apply to non-normally distributed data as well as for the estimation of parameters that cannot be analytically computed directly from the data. We resampled the data 1000 times with replacement and fitted the model to each sample. Note, each sampled dataset has the same size as the original dataset, but due to replacement, it is possible that data points are repeated within the sample. For each parameter, we calculated the mean of the 1000 resamples and determined the 95% confidence interval from the resulting distribution of the 1000 resamples. This procedure was applied to the overall sample, as well as to the male-only and female-only subsamples.
The significance of the difference between the cutoff points (θ) generated for the male-only and female-only samples was evaluated with a t test based on 1000 bootstrap samples from each sex. Since the significance of the t test depends on the number of participants (i.e., bootstrap samples)-a value that can be chosen arbitrarily-we estimated the effect size in terms of Cohen's d, which is independent of the number of participants. To illustrate the implications of this predicted effect size for empirical studies, we determined the number of participants required to find a significant difference with a good probability. In other words, we conducted a power analysis using the bootstrapped thresholds [34] . Additional file 1: Figure S2 shows how the number of participants is related to different levels of power. For a statistical power of 0.9, the results indicate the need for around 15 participants per group. We note that the small N is due to the very small variance of the cutoff points (θ).
Next, we compared our dual Weibull distribution model to alternative single and multiple mixture distribution models, with the log-likelihood chi-square difference test, which accounts for the difference in the model's fits (i.e., the log-likelihood values) and the model's complexity (i.e., number of parameters). Specifically, we compared our dual Weibull distribution model to single Gaussian and single Weibull distribution models, to the results of the unsupervised finite Gaussian mixture model-based approach of Figueiredo and Jain [10] , and to the following dual mixture models: Gauss-Gauss, Gauss-Weibull, and Weibull-Gauss model.
Finally, since our sample does not reflect the epidemiological prevalence of autism in the general population, we applied our dual Weibull distribution model to a resampled population that reflected the 1 in 59 (1.69%) prevalence of autism within the general population [1] . To do so, the data were separated into the neurotypical and the autistic groups. Each group was then bootstrapped separately whereby the autistic group was subsampled to reflect the prevalence of 1 in 59 of the combined bootstrapped samples. Note that because the bootstrap uses sampling with replacement, the same neurotypical/autistic individual can appear more than once in their respective resampled datasets. The dual distribution model was then fitted to each bootstrapped dataset, and the resulting parameter values were averaged. Importantly, it turned out that the initial parameters for the fitting process of these data did not lead to sensible solutions. Therefore, we used the parameter values from a previous analysis of the overall data, apart from the value of the weight (w) parameter, to initialize fminsearch. Since the previous analyses showed that the weight reflected approximately the prevalence of autism in the sample, we chose the prevalence of 1 in 59 as the initial weight value for the model fitting of the prevalence-true sample (see [27, 35] for a similar approach in which disease prevalence was used to assign the mixing probability value).
Results
The results are presented in two parts. First, we report the results for the overall, autism-enriched sample, in which the autistic individuals reflected 17.19% of the overall sample, or about 10 times the estimated prevalence within the general population [1] . We then report the results for the prevalence-true sample of 1 in 59.
Results of the autism-enriched sample Table 1 shows the mean AQ scores for the overall, autism-enriched sample, as well as the male-and female-only subsamples in the autistic and neurotypical groups.
The dual Weibull distribution model
We applied the dual Weibull distribution model to the overall sample (model 1), to the male-only subsample (model 2), and to the female-only subsample (model 3). The results of the models 1-3 are presented in Table 2 and depicted in Fig. 1 . The model revealed that the two distributions in all samples intersected, on average, between 30 and 32 on the AQ scale. We interpret the threshold (θ) as the cutoff score distinguishing between autistic and neurotypical individuals. In addition, the mean threshold separating the neurotypical group from the autistic group in the females-only sample (θ females = 31.96) was higher than the threshold in the males-only sample (θ males = 30.16). A t test based on 1000 bootstrap samples from each sex revealed that the thresholds were significantly different from each other (t (df = 1998) = 27.64, p < 0.001; Cohen's d = 1.24). Note that Cohen's d reflects the effect size of the difference in the test statistics t.
Model comparisons
We indicated in the introduction that the application of standard finite mixture models with a weighted sum of Gaussian distributions could produce spurious subgrouping. Indeed, application of the popular method by Figueiredo and Jain [10] to our data detected four to six components (or subgroups) (see Fig. 2 ). This variation reflects the instability of the model and the (well-known) fact that the outcome of this method can depend on the order in which the data are presented. This problem results from the fact that Figueiredo and Jain method changes the model's parameters each time a data point is presented to the model and that this change is based on the current parameter values. We note that none of the orders we tested produced fewer than four components. This method revealed that the 5-component model was the most optimal for the data, based on the minimum description length (MDL = 17,383), a formalization of Occam's razor principle, which balances the model's complexity with the model's quality of fit (see Fig. 2 ). The log-likelihood chi-square difference test, comparing the likelihood values of the 5-component finite normal mixture model and our dual Weibull mixture model, was non-significant (χ 2 = 12.56, df = 7, p = .084). This result suggests that the dual Weibull model is preferred, at least based on the principle of parsimony.
In addition, we fitted three additional dual mixture models, using the same method as we fitted our Weibull-Weibull mixture model. These were a GaussGauss model, a Gauss-Weibull model, and a WeibullGauss model (see Fig. 3 ; Table 3 ). The log-likelihood values, where smaller values indicate a better fit, suggested that our Weibull-Weibull model outperformed all models (all ps < .001) in the following order: WeibullWeibull (−log-likelihood = 17,219.28) < Weibull-Gauss (−log-likelihood = 17,229.37) < Gauss-Weibull 
Prevalence-true sample
In this section, we report the results of the dual Weibull model for the resampled population (N = 3973), reflecting the 1.69% prevalence of autism within the general population. Table 4 shows the mean AQ scores of the prevalence-true sample, as well as of its male-and female-only subsamples in the autistic and neurotypical groups. The results of the dual Weibull distribution model are presented in Table 5 and depicted in Fig. 4 . As before, we interpret the intersection of the two distributions (θ prevalence-true = 34.18) as the cutoff score distinguishing between autistic and neurotypical individuals. We note that this threshold is significantly higher than the mean threshold we observed for the enriched sample (θ enriched = 31.53; t (df = 1998) = 75.10; p < 0.001; Cohen's d = 3.36). In addition, we note that the fit of this dual Weibull distribution was significantly a better fit than a model with a single Weibull distribution (−log-likelihood = 13,847.04; χ 2 = 51.86, df = 3, p < .001).
Discussion
Finite normal mixture models have been increasingly applied to mixed populations of autistic and non-autistic individuals to ascertain the underlying structure of the autism spectrum. However, such mixed populations often consist of subpopulations with skewed distributions, which violate normal mixture models assumptions, which are based on the weighted sum of Gaussian distributions. Second, these analyses have, to our knowledge, been solely applied to enriched samples, where the prevalence of the clinical condition within the study sample far exceeds epidemiological estimates. We addressed these limitations in a mixed sample of autistic and non-autistic individuals. With respect to the first shortcoming, we proposed a dual Weibull distribution model, owing to its flexibility in accounting for a variety of distributions including both negatively and positively skewed distributions. We demonstrated that our dual Weibull distribution model outperformed alternative single (Gauss, Weibull) and dual (Table 3 : Gauss-Gauss, Gauss-Weibull, and Weibull-Gauss) distribution models. In addition, it was more parsimonious and thus preferred over the 5-component structure recommended by Fig. 2 ). With respect to the second shortcoming, we showed that our dual Weibull distribution model performed well when applied to the prevalence-true sample (which we generated from the enriched sample) and was superior to a model with a single Weibull distribution.
The results showed that the distribution of autistic traits reflects a dimensional structure, comprised of two components that reasonably reflected the nature of our mixed sample of autistic and non-autistic individuals, and thus may inform the debate pertaining to whether autism is best characterized as a category [3] or as a dimension [36] . We suggest that our results support the idea that both dimensional and categorical classification of autism need not be mutually exclusive [8, 37] . More specifically, the quantitative increases in AQ scores, within both and the autistic and non-autistic groups, may reflect a single dimension of, for example, genetic liability that underlies the autism spectrum condition [23, 24] . Yet, the two-component structure suggests that differences in the extent to which autistic traits are present can also be explained in terms of the absence/ presence of the condition. This interpretation is consistent with recent conclusions advocating that both dimensional and categorical classifications of autism can be complementary [7, 8, 38, 39] , as they may explain different aspects of the condition [38] . Taken together, these results reflect the spectrum nature of autistic traits within both the subclinical and clinical domains, and the substantial heterogeneity within the autistic spectrum [40] . Future research would be important to delineate further the contribution of dimensional and categorical classifications to the understanding of autism. However, we recommend that this need to be examined in representative populations that reflect the prevalence rate of the condition. While the evaluation of the diagnostic properties of the AQ was not the point of this study, cutoff points seem to vary depending on the prevalence rate of autism within the population and sex. With respect to the prevalence rate, we observe that the cutoff point of the prevalence-true sample was significantly higher than the cutoff point of the enriched sample (θ prevalence-true~3 4 vs. θ enriched~3 2). While we emphasize that our findings should not be used to support one cutoff point over another, this difference suggests that prevalence can be a source of variation in the estimation of cutoff points. This is particularly important if the goal of the modeler is to establish a cutoff point that is subsequently used in clinical settings. Thus, minding the prevalence rate can thus boost the practical significance of findings in this line of research [19, 41] .
Moreover, in considering the results of our model for both the male-and female-only samples, the cutoff point was significantly higher in the female-compared to the male-only sample. This is intriguing given that the mean AQ scores in both the autistic and non-autistic females are lower than the mean AQ scores of the autistic and non-autistic males. However, an inspection of the histogram (Additional file 1: Figure S3 ) suggests that non-autistic and autistic females occupy more the extreme ends of the AQ scale than their male counterparts. Thus, to the extent that these scores are expressions of the genetic liability to autistic traits [24] , this difference in cutoff points is consistent with accounts suggesting that females require greater genetic liability, or etiological load, for the condition to be manifest [42, 43] and with reports showing that females need to show more severe problems to obtain a diagnosis [44] [45] [46] [47] . It has recently been argued that sex differences in the etiology of autistic traits are minor and only detectable in large sample sizes [48] . However, the large effect size we observed for the difference in the cutoff points within the male and female samples suggests that this difference may prove important when comparing males and females in terms of ascertainment of diagnosis [49] and treatment response [47] , for example. Taken together, we infer from the observed threshold differences, between the enriched and prevalence-true samples, and between the male-and female-only samples, that subgroupings based on quantitative autistic traits of mixed autistic and non-autistic populations are susceptible to both sex and the prevalence of autism within the population. Therefore, our method to generate a sample reflecting the epidemiological prevalence of autism might be an important step forward in that it has the potential to increase the practical significance of this line of research which, to our knowledge, is solely conducted in enriched samples. This approach can be particularly useful knowing that sometimes it is necessary to have an enriched sample to perform various statistical analyses and that the relative rarity of clinical disorders within population samples would need to be very large to facilitate specific investigations within clinical populations. Nonetheless, future research with larger samples in which the overall prevalence also reflects the relative prevalence of autism in males and females is needed to fully assess the effect of prevalence on the results of finite mixture models in both normally and non-normally distributed data.
Methodologically, our statistical approach improves upon finite normal mixture models for the identification of subgroups of skewed distribution within a population. Specifically, we have demonstrated that our model has advantages compared to finite normal mixture models assuming weighted sum of Gaussian distributions, which are prone to yield spurious subgroupings when applied to such populations (see Fig. 2 ). This is consistent with previous simulation research showing that these models find it necessary to select more classes to better approximate the non-normal distribution of the latent structure to improve the fit [15, 16] . Therefore, we highlight that distribution misspecifications of the latent structure may lead to invalid results about the true structure of autistic traits within the population. As pointed out in the introduction, skewed distributions of the latent structures might result from biases in ascertainment [3] or in psychometric properties of assessment scales [13] . In considering our online sample, biases in ascertainment might explain the deviation from normality. The psychometric implications of ignoring latent distributional assumptions have recently been discussed [13] in the [50] . Specifically, it has been argued that since this scale violates the assumption of an underlying latent normal distribution for the population, its psychometric properties, which are derived with techniques that assume normality, may therefore be invalid [13] . We propose that the application of Weibull distributions in the development of psychometric scales may help mitigate such shortfalls due to its flexibility in representing both symmetrical and asymmetrical distributions within the population [20] . However, since the results of finite mixture models depend on selecting the appropriate distribution for the latent structure [51] , future studies should examine the applicability of other distributions that can handle skewed data, such as the lognormal [52] and skew-normal distributions [53] .
It is noteworthy that the results of the dual Weibull mixture model raise the possibility that traditional analytic methods such as general linear models may not be adequate to perform statistical analyses on mixed, autistic, and non-autistic populations, as they are built on assumptions that do not reflect the asymmetric distribution of their autistic traits (see Martinez et al. [54] for an example of how to perform regression when the data consist of a mixture of components or distributions).
Limitations
Our findings should be viewed with some limitations in mind. First, our results may be limited by the use of a single trait measure. Therefore, it is important for future research to replicate our findings with different instruments, such as the Social Responsiveness Scale [50, 55] . Second, our sample was collected online and therefore may have a sampling bias. Moreover, the diagnostic data are based on self report and were not clinically verified. However, clinical diagnoses of autism that are reported by online volunteers tend to be generally reliable [56] . Equally likely, there may be clinical but undiagnosed cases in the neurotypical sample. Third, while our analysis of the prevalence-true sample provides insight into the ecological validity of the distribution structure of autistic traits within the general population, larger samples are needed in order to also reflect the true male to female ratio of autism. However, we do not suspect that the overrepresentation of females in our sample to have affected our results, since the distributional structure was similar across the male-and female-only samples (see Fig. 1c, d) . Finally, our dual Weibull distribution model was restricted to two distributions. This was based on our knowledge of the sample composition (autistic and non-autistic individuals) and the bimodality of the distribution. Of course, this does not preclude the presence of more components underlying the structure of autistic traits, and therefore, a more flexible model of Weibull distributions would be needed to determine if the sample comprises of more than two components. To the best of our knowledge, such a flexible model is not available for the fminsearch method we used to fit the models. However, we note that the fit of our dual Weibull distribution model was statistically indistinguishable from the 5-component model recommended by the finite normal mixture model (Fig. 2) , and thus, it was preferred since it yielded a similar fit but with fewer components.
Conclusion
Efforts aimed at integrating the categorical and dimensional perspectives of autism and other conditions are underway [38] [39] [40] 57] . However, with the increase in the popularity of finite mixture modeling to inform this debate, it is important for the modeler to ensure concordance between the model's assumptions and the distribution of the latent structure within the population. Since a misspecification of the distribution of the latent structure could lead to spurious subgrouping (see Fig. 2 ), we caution that finding the best fitting mixture, particularly with the use of flexible finite mixture modeling [10] , is not necessarily equivalent to finding the optimal partition for a given dataset [58] . Owing to its flexibility to represent a wide variety of distributions, the Weibull distribution might be better suited for latent structure studies, within enriched and prevalence-true populations. In addition, investigations concerned with the structure of the autism spectrum must also heed the influence of prevalence and sex on the model's results to buttress its practical significance. With these considerations in mind, a multidimensional space that maps core features of autism would ultimately be needed to more precisely reflect the heterogenic nature of autism and the underlying structure of its spectrum.
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